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C H A P T E R - I 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
It is needless to ©««• emphasise the importance 
of education in the life of a nation. An educated citizen 
is an asset to a nation. The whole programme of national 
reconstruction depends to a great extent on the education 
of its people. An illiterate man can not be treated as a 
free citizen. It is not only needed for hie personal 
enrichment but also effective participation in every progranine 
of national development. Article 26 of the universal Declara-
tion of Human rights declare that " education shall be 
directed to the full development of the human personality 
and to the strengthening of respect for human rights and 
fundamental freedom. 
Education is considered as the most prorrincnt factor 
which affects the overall development and prosperity of a 
nation. The education commission (1966) have rightly pointed 
out, "The destiny of India is nov: being shaped in her class 
rooms. In a world based on science and technology/ it is 
education that determined the level of prosperity/ vrelfare 
and .cocurity of the people". This indica'zcs that the 
children of a nation should get the education according to 
their psychological characteristics. Every child has a 
uniq.ue personality/ therefore/ he req.uires a particular 
type of course to study. Our schools should offer a diversity 
of educational programme suited to the capabilities personal 
and intellectual characteristics of students. The secondary 
Education Contnission also v:rite " Our Secondary Schools 
should no longer be 'singal track' institution but should 
offer a diversity of educational programre calculating to 
meet varing aptitudes/ interests and tatents " The 
diversification of courses starts either aitor clar;s 8th or 
10th in different states of India. But in Uttar Pradesh the 
diversification of courses starts after class 8th. Thir docs 
not seem to be fudicious to children because at this age 
they are mentally immature to decide to choose any of the 
dif.':erent courses suited to them as the enlarged curriculum 
may creats a confusion in their young mind. Therefore/ the 
education commission (1966) have suggested. 
Most of the studies that have been conducted so far 
have attempted to find out the relationship of personal or 
intellectual characteristics of students v/ith overall, academic 
achievement i.e. v;ithout any consi'deration of iliffcrent 
strcamr: of courr.es offered by students, Lynn, 1956; Dennis, 
1964; Sinha, 19G5; Brovm and Holtzman, 1966; Vidhu, 1968; 
Bhatnagar, 1969; Bacu, 1970; Dhaliv;al, 1971; Paosi, 1972; 
and Starr and Nicholl/ 1975 etc.). Some have ho\7cver, 
attempted to study, the achievement in one stream (Jha,1970; 
I>alithamna/ 1975; Nimai, 1978; Patel, 1978 and Tuli, 1980). 
Some have attempted to '"^ redict academic achievement in more 
than one stream of courses (Kulshreshtha, 1956; Mehdi, 1966; 
and Sharma, 1982), But these investigators have restricted 
themselves to only intellectual characteristics, as main 
predictors of academic achievement. 
A review of related researches reveals that academic 
achievement is inexbicably bound up with personal characteri-
stics. Intellectual factors are also important but personal 
factors have been found more prominant for predicting the 
achievement. 
Academic achievement is of paramount inportance, 
particularly in the present socio economic and cultural 
context. Obviously in the school great emphasis is palaced 
on achievement right from the beginning of formal education. 
The school has its own systematic hierarchy v;hich is largely 
based on achievement and performance rather than ascription 
or q.uality. 
A considerable number of students from school go 
to colj.orjo.5 and innt-.ibutiona of highf>r ].p?\mln'|. jt .in vory 
important to ensure that such students a^uire the reciuisite 
competance. So as to benifit most out of higher education. 
Setting the stage for the achievement of the youth is thus 
a fundamental obligation of the educational systems at the 
school stage. 
There are different variables, such as personality 
characteristics of the learners, study habits of the learners, 
socio-economic status from V7hich he hails, the organisational 
climate of the school, curriculum planning, etc., to maintain 
a fev7, influence achievement in different degrees. These 
variables are generally referred to as correlates of achievement, 
Value of the Study Habits :-
Because of their self sustaining nature, study habits 
are of major importance in determining the effectiveness of 
the learner's efforts. Even the most effective method does 
not necessarily yield outstanding results immediately and 
the learner should be cautioned against continuing to use 
ineffective methods simply because previous attempts to use 
better methods did not automatically lead to an immediate 
improvement in learning efficiency. 
The following are among the nxlns of study V7hich 
have been found effective for the majority of students: 
(1) Fixed schedule for study. The student must nahe 
a habit of scheduling his study periods and getting to vzork 
promptly. The habit of "studying later" or putting off 
assignments until "tomorrow" can be academically fatal. 
Studying v/hen "in the mood" has obvious advantages from 
a motivational point of viev/ but it is xindependable. Once 
the habit of studying is established it v;ill stimulate the 
proper mood can be induced by going through the motions of 
studying, 
(2) According to this schedule he has to v.'ork. 
(3) Emphasize understanding. Getting an overview of 
the material before studying in detail is psychologically 
as v;ell as emperically sound because it structures the field 
and makes for greater meaningfulness. The practice of 
organising, outlining and synthesizing generally pays off 
in increased understanding, greater retention and greater 
transfer. Effective learning call for a critical attitude 
and the ability to digest rather than merely to accumulate. 
The student should also strive to increase his vocabulary, 
his comprehension, and his reading speed, 
(4) Students should be acq.uanted v/ith the library, 
additional information is an important contributor to 
scholarship. 
(5) Reviev; periods should be spaced at gradually 
increasing intervals/ the first, second and third reviev; 
occuring perhaps a day a week, and a month after the 
original learning. It is also v;ise to overlearn the material 
somewhat, 
(6) Become ego-involved in learning commitment to 
meaningful goals is an essential aspect of a functional 
education. 
In the present investigation an attempt is made. 
Delimitation of the Study :-
The investigator is conscious of her limitations 
on account of time and resources as well as limitations of 
tool used by her in this study and may frankly admit that 
this study suffers from the follov/ing constraints. 
(1) It was restricted to only tv/o High Schools of 
Aligarh, 
(2) Only 150 students (boys & girls) v.'ere included 
for the present investigation, 
(3) It would be recalled that main theme of the study 
v;as "A Correlational Study of Intelligence, Study habits Se. 
Academic Achievement". 
Hypotheses :-
On the basis of previous studies the following 
hypotheses V7ere established for the present investigation. 
Through the investigator visualises positive 
relationship betv/een Intelligence and Academic Achievement 
and study habits but the hypotheses are stated in the form 
of null hypotheses so that they could be tested by anplication 
of appropriate statistical techniques. 
(1) There is no significant difference betv/een 
Intelligence and Academic Achievement in ningle sexed boys 
school. 
(2) There is no significant difference betv/een study 
habits and Academic Achievement in single screed boys school. 
(3) There is no significant difference bot^ ,;eon 
Intelligence and study habits in single sexed boys school. 
(4) There is no significant difference betv;een 
Intelligence and Academic Achievement in single sexed girls 
school. 
(5) There is not significant difference betv/een 
study habits and Academic Achievement in single sexed girls 
school. 
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(6) There is no significant difference bet^ recn 
Intelligence & study habits in single sexed girls school. 
(7) There is no significant difTerence bet^ .'oen 
Intelligence of boys and girls. 
(8) There is no significant difiierence betv/cen ritudy 
habits of boys and girls. 
(9) There is no significant difference betv/een the 
Academic Achievement of boys and girls. 
Statistical Analysis :-
In the present investigation, the investigator used 
follov^ ing statistical techniq.ues for her data. 
(1) Coefficient of Correlation :-
(1) NS:XY - £ X x^Y 
^W [N£X2 - ( lx)2] [n^Y2 - (^Y)2] 
(2) ' t ' t e s t 
(2) 
M3_ - M2 
t 3 
2 x i 2 + 5 x 2 2 
Ni + "2 - 2 
C H A P T E R - I I 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Study habits and academic achieveinent :-
The study habits should play an Important part 
in pupils classroom perfontance. Habits implies a fixed 
routine to a specific situation. The study habits means 
the habits an individual might have formed with respect 
to his learning activities. It was therefore, persumed 
that study habits are correlates of achievement therefore/ 
proper study habits are very important for academic achievement. 
Students with good study habits are likely to achieve high 
and vice versa, improvement, of study habits not only helps 
in promotion of better academic work but also influences 
students morale and sense of satisfaction. Few studies are 
conducted to investigate the relationship betv/een study habits 
and academic achievement, which are presented below. 
Khan (1960) attempted to investigated the 
relationship between study habits and academic achievement, 
A 122 items inventory served as a measure of academic 
achievement consisted series (M A T) the following coefficient 
of correlation v/ere obtained betv/een study habits and the 
different sub tests of the M A T for male students-reading 
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.045; language .097; arithmatic corrputation. .126; 
problem solving .117 social studies ,106 and science 
.228. The following values were obtained for female 
students - reading. ,200, language, .182 arithmatic 
computation, ,1987 problem solving .212. social studies, 
.238 and science .186 . 
Brovm and Holtzman (1968) on the basis of 
several studies with college students, reported on average 
correlation of .36 betv;een their survey of study habits 
and grade point average. 
r-lathur (1963) studied to find out the relationships 
of study habits with academic achievement. This study v/as 
conducted at three stages viz.. Pilot, main, and an 
interpretative study. The interpretative study was conducted 
on a stratified random sample by picking 70 percent cases 
from the sample of the main study. An inventory of the 
study habit constructed by the investigator was employed 
for measuring study habits. The achievement test of the 
Bureau of educational and vocational guidance Bihar served 
as measure of achievement. A highly significant coefficient 
of correlation of •78 was obtained between the measuros of 
study habits and academic achievement. 
Rao (1965) attempted to find out the relationship 
between study habits and academic achievement. An inventory 
was developed on the pattern of the Wrenn's study habit 
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Inventory and v;ere employed to measure study habits. The 
jamia achievement test Battery served as the iiieasure of 
academic achievement. Multiple coefficient of correlation 
was computed to study the relationship betv/een academic 
achievement and study habits. The study revealed a high 
relationship ( r = 0.81 ) betv/een the tv/o variables. 
Sinha (1965) attempted to identify the study habits 
associated with students perforiBance at the university level, 
A study habit inventory constructed by the investigator v;as 
employed as a measure of study habits. The investigation 
revealed that high achievers were more systematic and 
regular in their preparation for examination than the lav; 
achievers. 
Verma (1966) found out the relationship betxveen 
study habits and academic achievement. The investigation 
revealed that students possessing good study habits tended 
to secure better marks as compared to those possessing poor 
study habits. 
Jain (1967) tried to investigate the relationship 
between study habits and academic achievement. A study habit 
inventory incorporation consultation and working habits 
developed by the investigator and the marks obtained at the 
annual examination served a measure of study habits and 
academic achievement respectively. The scores on the study 
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habit inventory correlated significantly and positively 
vjith academic and coefficient of correlation ranged from 
,29 for consultation habits to ,59 for the v;or]cing 
habits. 
Srivastava (1967) identified the cause of under 
achievement of 1,837 male pupils studying in Class X and 
XI . A study habit inventory constructed by the investigator 
and average examination marlcs spread over six consecutive 
examination were employed to measure study habits and 
achievement respectively. The investigation revealed the 
poor study habit were one of the main causes for under 
achievement, 
Vanarase (1970) conducted a study to find out the 
possible cause for difference in scholastic perfomance of 
normal achieving and under achieving students. He attempted 
to control the influence of intelligence on (non verbal) 
previous achievement and age of the subject under study 
45 pairs of students from grade IX and 32 pairs from grade 
X served as a sample of the study. Each pair consisted of 
a normal achiever and under achievers matched on the basis 
of scores on intelligence test and previous years annual 
examination marks. 
Sahin's test of personality and annual examination 
marks v/ere employed as measures of study habits and academic 
achievement respectively. The study revealed that the normal 
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achievers showed better study heibits than the under 
achievers. 
Jha (1970) hypothesised that there exists a 
substantial positive relationship betv;een study habits 
and attainment in science. 
Wrenn's study habits inventory s^nd the average 
of the marks obtained at the tv/o preceding annual 
examinations in science served as a measures od study 
habit and achievement respectively. The study revealed that 
there was a significant and positive relationship betv/een 
achievement in science and study habits in the case of 
boys and combined samples but not so in the case of 
girls. 
Pal and Saxena (1970) attempted to test the 
hypothesis that the over achievers have better study habits 
and devote more hours to study as compared to under 
achievers. The over, normal and under achievers v;ere 
matched for age, sex, caste, marital status, parental 
education, income and occupation. The Hindi adaption of 
Brown and Holtzman's survey of study habits and attitudes 
and examination marks served as a measure of study habits 
and academic achievement respectively. The investigation 
revealed that over achievers were found possessing better 
study habits and they devoted more hours to their study. 
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DhaUvral (1971) attempted to find out the 
relationship between study habits and academic achievement. 
Rastogi's study habit inventory and examination marks were 
employed as measuring instrument. The investigator in 
Pilot study obtained values comparing. Over, normnl and 
under achievers as 3.79, 3,45 and 7.16, (all significant 
at .001 level) respectively. In the main study the 
investigator obtained coefficient of product moment 
correlation of .211 (significant at .001 level) betv/een study 
habit and academic achievement. 
Pathak (1972) conducted a study to find out the 
effect of study habits on achievement. An inventoiy v;hich 
measured study habits and an achievement test in science 
developed by the investigator v/ere employed as measures of 
study habits and academic achievement respectively. The 
investigation revealed that high achievers had better st^ ady 
habits than the law achievers, 
Saxena (1972) attempted a very exaustive study to 
investigate the relationship between study habits and 
academic achievement. The Brown & Holtzman's survey of the 
study habits and attitudes (S S HA) and the aggregate 
marks obtained at the high school examinations, wore 
employed to measure study habits and academic achievement. 
The finding showed that better study habits characterised 
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the over achieving group in science. Arts and cormerce 
stream under study. Implying that high acliievement 
req^ uired systematic and planned approach to prepare lessons, 
a proper distribution of time, careful attention in the 
classroom, taking of meaningful notes and the formation 
of expressive answers and longer study hours, 
Lalithamma (1975) obtained a positive relationship 
betv/een study habits and academic achievement in Mathematics< 
Seetha (1975) after a study of 566 Arts and science 
graduate students obtained a positive relationship betv/een 
study habits and academic achievement. 
Chandra (1975) obtained a very significant 
relationship betv;een habits and academic achievement of 
high school students. 
Patel (1978) found out the effects of study habits 
on achievement of the students; studying in class VIII. The 
students belonged to different caste and sub castes. Castes 
and sub castes, income groups and sexes. The study revealed 
that the students with good study habits have proved 
themselves superior in achievement when taught through 
programmed instructional approach in comparison to 
traditional method. 
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Tuli (1980) investigated the relationship between 
study habits and achievement in mathmatics. Only the sample 
consisted of 474 boys and girls of IX class. The investigation 
found that study habits were positively related to achievement 
in mathematics. 
The above mentioned researcher show that study 
habits and academic achievement are significantly and 
positively related except one study in the knowledge of the 
Author which failed to obtain a positive relationship. 
14ehdi (1965) conducted a very ejchaustive study to 
find out the effect of study habits on academic performance 
on the students of three streams science, arts, commerce. 
Pupils entering class X in the three courses were studied 
for a period of three years in order to see v;hether study 
habits showed a significant relationship with the ultimate 
successed at the class XI public examination. 
Brown Holtzman's survey of study habits and annual 
examination marks served as measures of study habits and 
academic achievement respectively. The study habits were 
not found to contribute significantly to the prediction of 
academic achievement. 
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Mental Ability and Academic AchiGvcment :-
Intelligence seems to play the most prominont 
role in determining academic achievement. Dhaliwal (1971) 
is also of the same view. He says intelligence is the 
single important factor accounting for variation in 
academic achievement, 
Rao (1965) obtained 66 percent predictability of 
scholastic performance on the basis of intelligence alone, 
Stephens (1960) investigated the relationship 
between intelligence and academic performance. He computed 
Pearson's product moment coefficient of correlation between 
two reliable variables and obtained values of correlation 
ranging from 0,1 to 0.9. 
Gnauck and KoczkowasTci (1961) measured the 
relationship between intelligence at kinder graten stage 
and their academic success in seventh grade the authors 
found that prediction made for seventh grade were significant 
at 2% level. 
Silberman and others (1961) found that there was 
a definite and significant relationship betvreen intelligence 
and the amount of leaimihg "v/hen high school students v;ere 
logical with 400 item performance using multiple choice 
ansv/ers. 
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Hatch and Flint's (1962) study almcKl at predicting 
academic achievement on the basis of intelligence. They 
found that intelligence a^the m.ost important variable for 
prediction of attainment in college. 
Scott (1963) conducted a fairly comprehensive 
study to investigate the relationship between intelligence 
and academic success in different subject matters areas. 
The sample of the study consisted of 670 students studying 
in reading, Arithmatic, social studies, sciences courses in 
public school the study revealed significant and positive 
correlation in reading,. Arithmatic, reasoning and social 
sciences except sciences. Other studies have however, shov/n 
that intelligence is a good predictor of achievement of 
science also. 
Ainsv/oriJi (1967) conducted a study to find out 
the relationship between intelligence and school attainment 
in difierent subjects. He selected 230 first year students 
of mixed secondary modem school for the sample of the study 
and obtained positive and significant (at 1% level) coefficient 
of correlation between measures of intelligence and academic 
achievement in different subjects. 
Starr and Nicholl (1975) found out the relationship 
betv/een intelligence and achievement on Nuffield Physics. 
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The sample of the study consisted of 110 pupils (73 boys 
and 37 girls) the measure of intelligence employed in 
this study v/as " A - H 4 group test of intelligence ". 
This test yields separate verbal and non verbal scores 
and itiay be considered as a measure of convergent thinking -
ability, the main emphasis is on the deductive reasoning. 
Gr^de point average at " 0 " level physics examination 
V7as the measure of academic achievement. They found high 
coefficient of correlation. .35 (P.01) and .40 (P.01) 
for verbal and non verbal intelligence and achievement 
respectively. 
Banreti - Fuchs and Meadows (1978) found the 
relationship between intelligence and grade point Average. 
The sample consisted of 114 male and 125 female students 
enrolled in introductoru psychology the Domain test of 
learning capacity (form a ontaric - institutes for studies 
in Education, 1970) was employed as meaning of intelligence. 
The Pearson's product moment correlation of moment correlation 
of .34 (PL.001) was found between the two variables. 
Banerti Fuchs (1978) conducted a fairly exhaustive 
study to find out the relationship between intelligence as 
measured by thomdike's verbal and performance test of 
intelligence and corrbined achievement in reading and 
mathematics of 275 boys and 263 girls. He obtained very 
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good relationship betv;een the two measures the value for 
boys V7as .82 and for girls was ,80 . 
Aron (1964), Desajh (1958), Rath (1959), Lambert 
(1962), Stalurow (1964), Butcher (1968), Leith, Lister, 
T call and Bellingham (1970) and Ashammor and Shain (1970) 
have obtained significant relationship betv^ een intelligence 
and school achievement. 
The above mentioned studies show that intelligence 
plays very important role in predicting academic achievement in 
different subjects there have' hov/ever, been sane studies 
v/hich have failed to obtain such significant relationship 
between intelligence and academic achievement, 
V7edemeyer (1953) found that 29 percent of the 
students have 9th percentile on an intelligence test failed 
to obtain any significant achievement. 
Porter (1961) also reports a very insignificant 
relationship between intelligence and achievement in 
spelling for a group of siobjects. The findings of there 
studies may be due to inadeq.uencies of design and sarnple. 
But the review of above studies clearly show 
that intelligence plays a very important role in predicting 
academic achievement, A large number of studies conducted 
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in India have also found significant relationship betv/een 
intelligGiice and academic achievenxjnt/ they are prenonted 
belov/. 
Verma (1960) conducted a study to find out the 
predicted value of measures of personality and intelligence 
for school performances. Then sample consisted of 112 boys 
studying in high school and inter mediate Education, Uttar -
Pradesh, The verbal group intelligence test (Hindi) 
constructed by the Central Bureau of Educational and 
Vocational Guidance, Allahabad, served as a measure of 
intelligence and teachers rating as a measures of personality. 
Half yearly examination marks v/ere employed as criterian 
measure, A multiple correlation of ,54 was obtained betv/een 
different measures of personality and academic achievement. 
This volume, however, increased to .58 v/hen intelligence v;as 
also included in the battery of predictors. The increase in 
the value of multiple correlation indicates that intolliaence 
is an important variable for predicting academic achievement, 
Rastogi (1964) investigated the relationship between 
intelligence and achievement in english and science, jalota's 
test of mental ability and marks obtained in the examination 
were used a predictors and criterian measures respectively. 
The relationship between intelligence and achievement in 
science and english was found to be significant but v/as not 
significantly different for the two courses so as to warrant 
any differential prediction. 
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Sinha (1965) identified intellectual factors 
associated v;ith performance of students at the University-
level. A sanple of 185 high and 190 low achievers on the 
basis of last University examination marks v;as soloctod. 
Mohsin's "Bihar test of general intelligence vras employed 
as measures of intelligence. The investigation revealed 
that in their intellectual capacity, the more successful 
students v/ere significantly superior v/ith a mean I. Q. of 
112»98 as against that of 102.49 of the law achievers, The 
high achievers v:ere found to be superior or cognitive 
intellectual abilities, 
Singh (1965) employed Raven's progressive matrices 
and the mean of aggregate marics in previous three public 
examinations as "measures of intelligence and academic 
achievement respectively for investigating the relationship 
betv;een those tv/o variables. His sample consisted 310 male 
graduate students. He concluded that academic achievement 
was significantly and positively related to intelligence, 
Rao (1965) studied the relationship betv;een 
intelligence & achievement of 500 III grade boys of 12 
higher secondary schools of Delhi, He administered the 
Central Institute of Education Group Test of intelligence 
and jamia Achievement Test Battery which included three 
important school Battery with school subjects viz., social 
studies, general science and mathematics. The study revealed 
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that intelligence was significantly related to academic 
achievement in all the school subjects. 
Verma (1966) conducted one of the most exhaustive 
and v/ell designed study in this area. His sample consisted 
of 515 students of science, hunanities and conuncrce group. 
All the students were devided into tv;o groups, successful 
& failures. Students securing 39% and above v.'ere considered 
as successful and those securing below this point, wore 
regarded as failures. Jalota's test of general mental ability 
was used to measure intelligence. The study revealed that 
intelligence is positively related with academic achievement 
in both criterian subjects. 
Vidhu (1968) studied the relationship between 
intelligence and achievement in English and Hindi, Raven's 
progressive Matrices and examination rnarhs v;ere enployed as 
a measure of intelligence and academic achievement respectively 
The investigator obtained high and positive correlation 
betv/een intelligence and achievement at different levels. 
Puranik and Kundley (1969) investigated the effects 
of intelligence on the backwardness of children. 2,000 
students in the age group from eight to tv^ elve years studying 
in classes III to V and belonging to different socio-economic 
groups comparised the sample of the study. Examination marlcs 
and teachers ratings were employed to identify 100 back\:ard 
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and 100 bright students, Pathak Intelliqcnce test war. 
used as a measure of Intellectual ability. The study 
revealed that lov/ level of intelligence v;as responsible 
for backwardness in more than 50^ i of the students under 
study, 
Bhatnagar (1969) studied the relationship bctv/ccn 
intelligence and academic performance. The sample consisted 
of 1941 students of class X of arts, science and ccanmcrce 
courses, Jalota's test of intelligence and scores of 
achievement test in different subjects as measuring tools 
of intelligence and academic attainment respectively. The 
investigator obtained a correlation of ,34 betv;een intelligence 
and academic attainment^ Although the sample consisted of the 
students belonging to different streams of courses, but no 
attempt was made At differential prediction, 
Srivastava (1969) attempted to find out whether 
reading ability is related to achievement. A Hindi adoption 
of Greene's Michigan spedd of reading test, Sharan, Hindi 
vocabulary test prepared for senior high school students and 
Mohsin's hindi spelling test were enployed to measure reading 
ability. The investigator found that all the F. ratios 
(df 3/s 96", P.01) wore significant, which showed that the 
four groups differed significantly on all the measure of 
reading ability (composite scores) and achievement was .60 
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and between reading ability (composite scores) vras and 
general ability v/as ,61 v;ere oignificant (P.Ol), 
Dhaliwal (1971) used Raven's standarised progress 
Matrices and the Cattel's culture Faire Intelligence Test 
form A. B, as measures of intelligence. Examination marl<s 
served as a measure of academic achievement. The study was 
conducted in two phases, A pilot study on a sample of 441 
students anil the main study on a sample 807 studontr.. A 
product moment coefficient of correlation of ,523 and ,5 30 
were obtained for the pilot and main studies respectively. 
Both the values are highly significant, 
Dave and Dave (1971) found out the relationship 
between non verbal intelligence and rank and failed students 
i.e, students who secured first give ranks in the annual 
examination of the standard VII and those viho failed to get 
the promotion to the VIII standard, (rank and failed). The 
Nafda's non verbal test of intelligence served as measuring 
tools. The study revealed that the non - verbal intelligence 
of the rank students was superior to that of those who 
failed, 
Pathak (1972) selected 105 high and 100 low 
achievers in science from 1,910 science students on the ban's 
of school examination marks and the scores obtained by the 
students on the achievement test constructed by the 
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investigator. The top 10% v;ho scored high on achievement 
last round whose school marks were also high, v/ere 
considered as high achievers. The lov; achievers were those 
10% who scores less in both. The intelligence was measured 
by Jalota's test of General Itental Ability. It wac found 
that the high achievers had a significantly higher mean 
10 (131.2) as compared to low achievers, v;hich was 93.7 . 
Thakur (1972) investigated the relationship betv/een 
intelligence and achievement. The sanple consisted of 780 
Students studying in XI standard. The Bihar verbal intelligence 
test served as measuring tool for intelligence the study 
revealed that the scholastic achievement & intelligonce v/ere 
significantly associated. 
God Kari (1973) conducted a study to find out" the 
relationship between intelligence & achievement in mathematics. 
The sample consisted of 42 girls of class X. The P.S.H, verbal 
intelligence test (1968) was employed as a measure of 
intelligence. The study revealed that low achievers had a 
loi-J I. Q. (60 - 100) as compared to high achievers I. Q. 
(106 - 145). 
Reddy (1973) attempted to investigate the relationship 
between intelligence and academic achievement. The sample 
consisted of 395 students of Arts & science streams. Cattel's 
culture fair Test of intelligence scale 3. Form A and B and 
first year University marks in different subjects served as 
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measuring tools of intelligence and achievement respectively. 
The investigator found that intelligences \ias significantly 
associated v/ith achievement in one subject or the other. 
Srivastava (1974) conducted a study to find out 
the relationship betv/een intelligence and academic achievem.enb, 
The sample consisted of 1/131 male students studying in class 
X the culture Fair Test of intelligence and achievement test 
in Elementary mathematics, general science, social studies 
and Hindi were employed as measuring tools. The investigation 
revealed that intelligence was significantly related to the 
academic achievement. 
Lalithanma (1975) studied to the relationship 
. betv/een intelligence and achievement in Mathematics, The 
sample comprised of 732 pupils of standard IX selected on 
stratified random basis. Raven's progressive Matrices and 
a standardised Achievement Test in Mathematics v;er-e employed 
as a measuring tools of intelligence and achievement 
respectively. The investigator found a; private relationship 
betv/een these two variables, 
Chandra (1975) conducted a study aimed at finding 
on out the effect of intelligence on academic achievement. 
The sample consisted of 1,107 high schools students appearing 
at the high school examination conducted by the Board of High 
Schools and Intennodiate Education, Uttar Pradesh. The Hindi 
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version of the Jalota's intelligence test and an Achievement 
Test served as measuring tools. The study ieveale<1 that 
there vjas a positive correlation; betv/een intelligence and 
achievement» 
Ameer Jan, Girja, and Bhadra (1978) attempted to 
investigate the relationship between general mental ability 
and academic achievement. The sample consisted of 224 fresh 
man of agriculture and vatemary sciences. Ravon'n progressive 
matrices was employed as measuring tools of mental ability. 
The study revealed that academic achievement V7as significantly 
related to general mental ability. 
Shukla (1953), Chothia (1954), Chotia (1955), 
Mehrotra (1958), Chatterjee (1960), Kundu (1962), Sinha(l970), 
Desai etal (1970), Sinha (1972), Seetha (1975), Bhushan and 
Sharma (1976), Mathew (1976), Singh (1977), Sen (1978), and 
Reddy (1978) have also obtained significant and positive 
relationship betvjeen intelligence and academic achievement. 
The above mentioned investigators studied the 
relationship between intelligence and academic achievement 
without any consideration of other factors which might 
influence on this relationship. Few studies are conducted 
on this direction, v/hich are presented below. 
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Jha (1970) hypotherised that there exists a 
positive relationship betv/een achievement in science and 
qencral intelliaence. To prove it he relaterl 142 hoyn and 
104 girls Troni tv/o boyr and qirln schools of r.aino locally 
v;ith identical features. General intclliqence test - P.ay 
Chov;dhary's science selection test and average of two 
preceding annual examination marks in science were used 
as measuring tools, 
Rai (1974) attempted to investigate the relationship 
between intelligence and achievement. The sample consisted of 
1,000 students of science (Biology) matched on the basis of 
socio-economic status, Jalota's group test of General Ilental 
Ability served as a measure of intelligence. The investigation 
revealed that intelligence was since <lua non for bettor 
achievement, 
Gupta (1979) obtained a coefficient of correlation 
of .70 betv/een intelligence and academic achievement. After 
partialled out the effect of creativity he obtained coefficient 
of correlation of .64 betv/ccn those two variables. 
Sharma (1982) attempted to investigate the relation-
ship betvjeen intellectual variables. (Verbal - Hon verbal 
intelligence) and academic achievement in different stream -
Literary, Scientific and Commercial. Anxiety, study habits 
and socio-economic status have been employed as control 
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variables. The sample of the study consist 750 male students, 
Mehrotra's group test of intelligence (Verbal - Hon Verbal) 
was employed to measure intelligence, A composite of marks 
obtained in different subjects in the three stream v/ore 
served as criterian variable. The study revealed th.?.t the 
high achievers of both literary and contmercial streams. 
And the high achievers of both literary and commercial 
streams. And the high achievers of both literary and 
commercial streams. And the high achievers of commercial 
streams are found to be significantly superior to those of 
literary streams. Few researchers have obtained insignificant 
and negative relationship between intelligence and academic 
achievement. 
Contractor (1977) obtained significant relationship 
in Arts subjects. 
Pandey (1973) has reported a negative coefficient 
of correlation between intelligence and academic achievement. 
Some researchers have also atternpted to study the prognostic 
value of intelligence and academic achievement. 
Contractor (1977) obtained insignificant relationship 
in Arts subjects, 
Pandey (1973) has reported a negative coefficient 
of correlation between intelligence and academic achievement. 
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Some researchers have also attempted to s tudy the 
prognostic value of intelligence for success in different 
courses of study. 
Kulshreshtha (1956) conducting a study on a 
representation sample of 1520 students studying in literary 
scientific and comnercial streams of X and XI of the Board 
of High School arid Intermediate Education, Uttar Pradesh. 
Non Verbal Test of Intelligence (Group test 70/2 3). Form 
Relation Test and Jalota's group test of General lk;ntal 
Ability, v;ere employed as measure of intellectual ability 
and examination marks served as the measure of attainment. 
The coefficient of correlation betv:een the intelligence and 
measure of academic achievement obtained in the study, v;ere 
not high yet. The study clearly indicated that students 
belonging to scientific stream both at high school and 
intermediate levels possessed a higher levels possessed a 
higher level of intelligence than those belonging to literary 
and commercial streams, 
Mehdi (1956) attempted to investigate the relation-
ship intelligence and academic achievement in different 
streams at the higher secondary stage. The sample consisted 
of 1,194 pupils admitted to the three courses in five higher 
secondary schools of Urban Delhi. The predictive Battery of 
differential scholastic Aptitude Developed at the university 
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training college, Nagpur and exandnation marks served as 
measuring tools of intelligence and academic achievement 
respectively. The investigator could not obtain a significant 
difference betv/een intelligence and academic achievement in 
the three streams. 
The results of the a±>ove studies clearly chov; that 
there are some other factors besides intelligence e.g. 
(personality factor) which effects significantly on 
academic achievement. 
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METHOD AMD PROCEDURE 
The present investigation is, "A Correlational 
Study of Study habits. Intelligence and Academic achievement. 
The investigator selected two types of schools in Aligarh 
district. She has selected one boys school and one girls 
school for the purpose of her present investigation. 
The investigator reviewed previous studies and found 
that study habits should play an important role in pupils 
classroom perfoonance. Students with good study habits are 
likely to achieve high marks in their examinations. Improvement 
of study habits not only helps in promotion of better academic 
work but also influences students morale and sense of satis -
faction. Many investigators found out a high significant 
Co-efficent of correlation between the measures of study 
habits and academic achievement. Intelligence seems to play 
the most prominent role in determining academic achievement. 
Some investigators found that high achievess were found to be 
superior on cognitive intellectual abilities. Intelligence is 
considered as an important variable for predicting academic 
achievement. 
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Tool Used :-
1, The investigator selected Mixed type group test 
of Intelligence of Mehrotra p. N. to measure the I.Q. of 
the students. 
2, To deterrtdne the Acadendc Achievement of the 
students the investigator took into account the narlcs 
obtained by the students of class 9th (conducted by Aligarh 
Muslim University and C, B. S, C. Examination, These final 
examination marks do reliably represent an individual's 
Academic Achievement, 
3, Another useful tool for studying students' study 
habits and attitudes, the scale prepared by Brov/n & Holtzman 
was selected by the investigator. 
Sampling :-
For the purpose of sampling the investigator 
prefered probability sampling techniq.ue. Since it gives a 
better ootimato of population. Simple random method v/an 
used in selecting cases for the study. The investigator 
distributed 200 I.Q. tests and 200 Scale of study habit in 
tv;o types of school. It was found that some tests and scales 
were either incomplete or not properly filled. So the 
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investigator discarded 60 tests and ascales and 140 test 
and scale v;ere completed & properly filled in v;ere 
retained for the present investigation. 
Table 3.1 
S.No. Schools Test Scale properly 
filled 
Total 
1. S.T.H. School 
(Boys) 100 100 70 
140 
,.2, A.M.U.Girls 
School 
(Girls) 
100 100 70 
(A) Group Test of Intelligence - (Verbal and Non-Verbal) 
Description of the I. Q. Test : 
The present test has been prepared in a spiral -
omnibus form providing selection forms of items for both 
part parts of the test, which may be conveniently used in 
a group form. The test can be used on school going pupils 
between 11 to 17 years. This test has been constructed on 
the line of VIechsler - Belleoul scale of intelligence. The 
another has included ten sub tests, five each in verbal and 
non - verbal test in this test. They are as follows : 
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(A) Verbal Test :-
1. Analogy test 
2. l^ lurnber series test 
3. Classification test 
4. Vocabulary test 
5. Reasoning test 
(B) Non-verbal Test :-
1. Analogy test 
2. Arrangement test 
3. Classification test 
4. Digit test 
5. Part fitting test 
All these sub tests are mostly saturated with 
'g' factor 
The present test thus consists of two tests i.e., 
VeriDal and non - verbal. These tests contain five sub tests 
each under each test there are fifty items organised in an 
aminbus selective form. Since the test contain tv/o tests 
i.e., verbal and non - verbal it is conveniently called as 
ndxed test of intelligence. 
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Admlnlstratic3n of the Test :-
The present test of intelligence is prirnarily a 
group test although it can be used for individual testing 
as well. The instruction for each part of the test i.e., 
verbal and non-verbal, are printed on the test form. The 
answer of q.uestions are to be given by testees on ansv/er 
sheet supplied to them. To minimize the work of v/riting 
on the part as a testee, the ansv/er have been framed in 
such a manner that the testees has to given an answer to 
a question in a 'digit' form. The full test consists of 
a Work of 20 minutes only i.e., 10 minutes each for verbal 
and non-verbal test. The test can be administered even by 
an ordinary man as no special training for the administration 
of the test in required. The test can be administered 
conveniently with in a period of one and an half hour in 
a class room consisting of not more than 40 pupils. 
When the pupils are properly seated in appropriate 
position, the tester started with preliminary talk to 
regarding the test. Thereafter, the test booklets along 
with answer sheets of verbal test are distributed among 
pupils v/ith the assistance of two helpers which may be the 
senior students of the school. After that the tester she 
re<lue3tod to the pupils that thoy should filled the required 
columns given or the above side of the ansv;er sheet. When 
the pupils say that they have filled the required columns. 
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the tester should read out the instructions given or the 
test and should write the examples on the black - board. 
Than the pupils solved those problems given in the beginning 
of the test in the examples. After solving the problems, 
the tester should enquire from the pupils if there was any 
difficulty in filling the ansv/ers in the appropriate 
columns of the ansvrer sheets given to them ? \lhen the tester 
herself is satisfied, she announced, • Do not start the work 
until you are asked'. 
V/hen these priliminaries are completed she ordered 
the pupils to state the work. The time must be noted. After 
ten minutes, tests is asked to stop his responses or verbal 
test. The same procedure may also be adopted for non-verbal 
test. No extra time should be given to any pupil. 
Scoring :-
An easy method of scoring in the present test has 
been followed. In each test, only one correct ansv/er is to 
be selected by a pupil for one question from the different 
alternatives given under each question. In scoring, credit 
of one point should be given for each correct and zero for 
each incorrect ansvrer. No marks should be deducted for wrong 
answer for scoring, scoring keys have been prepared for 
verbal and non-verbal test separately. After setting the 
scoring key on the answer sheet, the wrong and left out 
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q.uestions should be crossed. The number of correct question 
should be counted in each test i.e./ verbal and non-verbal/ 
V7hich becomes the raw score of a pupil. This rav; score can 
be interpreted in any manner according to the different 
types of norms given. 
Reliability of the Test :-
The reliability of this has been calculated by 
three methods. The reliability co-efficients thus obtained 
by these methods are given as belov? : 
Table 3.2 
Methods of 
reliability 
Verbal 
Test 
Non-verbal 
Test 
Full Test 
Split half 0.91 0.81 0,88 
Test retest 0.89 0,82 0.86 
Kuder Richardson 0.90 0,80 0.85 
These figures suggest that the test is 
satisfactorily reliable. 
Validity of the Test :-
In order to find out the validity of the test, 
five criteria have been adopted. The folloi-;ing validity 
co-efficient are thus obtained by these criteria. 
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Correlation with Teacher's Ratings :-
A. Verbal Test 0.86 
B. Non - Verbal Test 0,72 
C. Full Test 0,87 
Correlation with Examination Marks :-
A, Verbal Test 0.36 
B, Non - Verbal Test 0.30 
C, Full Test 0.39 
C o r r e l a t i o n with o t h e r Tes t Scores : -
A. Verbal Tes t and J a l o t a ' s Tes t ^ c>. 
Scores °-54 
B. Non - Verbal Test and J a l o t a ' s „ -^ 
Test Scores ^••^' 
C. Verbal Tes t and B h a t i a ' s Tes t ^ c-. 
Scores °-5 3 
D, Non - Verbal Tes t and B h a t i a ' s ^ ^^ 
Tes t Scores "'^-^ 
E, Fu l l Tes t and J a l o t a ' s T e s t „ .^ 
Scores ^'^^ 
F, Fu l l Tost and Dhabia ' s Tes t „ ^r 
Scores ° -^^ 
Sub - Tes t s V a l i d i t y i n Terms of ' g ' S a t u r a t i o n : -
Al l sub - t e s t s except analogy t e s t of non - v e r b a l 
t e s t a r e h igh ly s a t u r a t e d with ' g ' f a c t o r loading v/hich range 
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from 0 .2478 t o 0 . 8 2 6 9 . 
Factorial Validity t~ 
Factorial validity in the present test has been 
ascertained by Hotelling's principal components method. 
The author has followed the procedure of extracting factor 
as has been given by Kendall, In all, ten factors have been 
extracted. An analysis of the factor loadings clearly 
reveals that the present test is heavily loaded with 'g' 
factor. 
Table 3.4 
STATISTICAL BASIS OF lOTELLIGEITCE CIASSIFICATION 
C l a s s i f i c a t i o n Limits in terms 
of P E 
Devia t ion 
Limit 
I . V 
Very Super io r + 3 P E K above 130 and above 
Super io r + 2 P E t o + 3 P E 120 130 
Bright Average + l P E t o + 2 P E 110 120 
Average + l P E t o - l P E 90 110 
Ful l Average - l P E t o - 2 P E 80 90 
I n f e r i o r - 2 P E t o - 3 P E 70 80 
Very I n f e r i o r - 3 P E t o below 70 and belov; 
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Tool :-
Scale of Brovm & Holtgman for Study Ilabltp 
The second available test material Cor studying 
students' study habits and attitude prepared by Brown & 
Holtzman. It includes 40 items. Arnbignity & vagueness of 
items were fully removed. Mnor modifications have also 
been made in directions, 
validation :-
The most suitable criterian for validation v;a3 
considered to be the academic attainments of students. It 
was assumed that students with poor and good academic 
records will differ significantly in their responses to 
item relating to study habits and attitudes. Those students 
who securued the first division in various examinations 
constitute the group of students with a 'good' academic 
record, and failures or third divisioners represent the 
contrasting group of students with a 'poor' academic record. 
The study habit forms were administered to a randomly 
selected san^le of students having 'good' and 'poor' 
academic records. 
Scoring :-
The responses v;ere scored by means of a scoring key 
especially prepared for this purpose. The response category 
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•that represented good study habits v/as assigned 2 narks, 
v7hile I mark V7as assigned to the response category represen-
ting average study habits and a score of zero x-zas assigned to 
the category showing poor study habits. The respbnses of each 
individual of the tv/o groups on each item v/ere recorded on a 
tabulation sheet. 
Reliability :-
The reliability of the inventory has been determined 
by the split half method. The selected items v:ere alternatively 
divided into tv/o parts. The product moment co-efficient of 
correlation vra.s calculated between the scores of part I and 
part II. The calculated value was substitued in Spearman -
Brox'm Prophacy Formula and reliability coefficient vras calcu-
lated which v;as found to be equal to .85 (N = 120). We find 
that the reliability coefficient of the inventory is very 
high. Thus it may be tool for studying and investigating study 
habits of University or College students. 
Norms :-
As mentioned earlier a list of students with 'poor' 
and 'good' academic attainment was compiled/ and for finding 
out norms students V7ith average academic achievement were also 
included. Thus we obtained 150 cases 
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comprising students of good, average and poor academic 
records the discriptive and percentile norms that vrere 
calculated as shov/n in Table 3.6 and 3.7 . 
Table 3.6 
Norms - Study Habits 
Score Catagory 
0 - 19 
20 - 25 
26 - 31 
32 - 37 
38 ^ . 46 
Very poor study Habits 
Poor study Habits 
Average study Habits 
Good Study Habits 
Excelent Study Habits 
Table 3.7 
Percentile Norros - Study Habits 
Percentile Rank Raw Score 
99 
98 
95 
90 
80 
70 
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
5 
2 
1 
46 
44 
43 
41 
38 
35 
32 
29 
26 
22 
20 
14 
10 
7 
5 
Ae. 
C H A P T E R - IV 
STATISTICAL AIIALYSIS OF DATA 
RESUUTS hm DISCUSSION 
S t a t i s t i c a l methods a r e concerned V7ith t h e 
r educ t ion of masses of t h e da ta i n t o a fca-; convenient 
d e s c r i p t i v e terms and with t h e drav/ing of i n f e r ences t h e r e -
from. There a r e some t o o l s for ana lys ing da ta c o l l e c t e d 
from the s t udy . 
The choice of s t a t i s t i c s i n a given i n v e s t i g a t i o n 
i s l a r g e l y determined by t h e purpose of s tudy/ l e v e l of 
measurement, and t h e na tu re of d i s t r i b u t i o n of t h e d a t a . 
Keeping i n view t h e purpose of p r e s e n t s tudy , the 
i n v e s t i g a t o r prepared four T a b l e s . Table 4 ;1 r e v e a l s t h e 
means/ s tandard d e v i a t i o n of boys and g i r l s of t h r e e v a r i a b l e s . 
I n t e l l i g e n c e , Study h a b i t s and Academic Achievement. 
Table 4.2 sho\-^s i n t e r - c o r r e l a t i o n Among the t h r e e 
v a r i a b l e s . I n t e l l i g e n c e , Study h a b i t s and Acadendc Achievement, 
These i n t e r - c o r r e l a t i o n were c a l c u l a t e d on boys sample. 
An 
Table 4:3 i s concerned v/ith gix-lG sanplc, nho'./ing 
i n t e r - c o r r e l a t i o n among the three var iable i . e . In t e l l i gence , 
Study habi ts & Academic Achievement. 
Table 4:4 reveals the means compared of boys and 
g i r l s and standard Error of Difference betv;oen means & the 
• t ' value V7as ca lcula ted . 
Table 4.1 
Means and Standard Deviation 
Va riablps Boys Girls 
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
Intelligence 55.671 18.8654 58.4000 19.9938 
Study Habits 57.2571 15.0320 60.7571 13.2320 
Academic 
Achievement 57,7571 9.7882 62.6571 10.7930 
Table 4:1 reveals the means. Standard deviat ion 
of boys and g i r l s of three va r i ab les . In t e l l i gence , 
Study habi t s and Academic Achievement, 
* 
* 
{h ) .05 = . 232 
( A ) . 0 1 = .302 
^8 
Table 4.2 
Inber-Correlablon Among the Three Variables 
( Boys Sample ) 
Variables Intelligence Study Habits Academic Achievcncnt 
Intelligence 1.00000 0.29656 * 0.17356 
Study Habits 0.29656 * 1.00000 0.49932* 
Academic 
Achievement 0.17356 0.49932* 1.0000 
* Significant at .01 level 
'• Significant at .05 level 
For investigating the relationship among the 
variables. Intelligence, Study Habits and Acadeniic -
Achievement/ Product - moment Correlation v;as used and the 
results are shov/n in Table 4.2 . 
' It can be seen from the table that Cofficient of 
Correlation betv/een Study Habits and Acadciric Achievf^mont, 
for the sample of boys vras 0.499 v/hich is significant at 
,01 level showing that Academic Achievement covaries or is 
related to Study Habits. It sho\7S that higher the study 
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habi ts scores b e t t e r the Achievemont scores . The Correlat ion 
betv/een In te l l igence and Study Habits v;as 0,296 v;hich v/as 
a lso s igni f icant but a t ,05 level - th i s shc/s that 
IntclligoncG and Study Ilnbits n.r.o pilr.o rnl\tr(\ t o c id i oUr-'r. 
More I n t e l l i g e n t boys tend to hav^ b e t t e r Study Habits and 
the res t of the Correlation are not s i gn i f i can t . 
Table 4,3 
Inter-Correlation Among the Three Variable; 
( Girls Sample ) 
Variables Intelligence Study Habits Academic Achievement 
Intelligence 
Study Habits 
Acadendc 
Achievement 
[ 
1.00000 
0,19156 
0.49797* 
0.19156 
1.00000 
0.39 356" 
0.49797 
0.39356^ ' 
1.00000 
Significant at ,01 level 
For investigating the relationship among the 
variables. Intelligence/ Study Habits and Acalemic Achievement/ 
Product moment Correlation v;as used and the results are shovm 
in Table 4.3 . 
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It cnn bo nocn from thn tabic tliat Corficicnt 
of Correlation betv7een Acadendc Achievement and Intelligence 
for the sample of girls students v/as .497 v,1iich is signifi-
cant at ,01 level shov/ing that Acadendc Acliievemont is 
related to Intelligent, It shov/s that higher the Intelligence 
scores better the Achievement scores. The correlation between 
Intelligence & Study Habits was .39 3 . vmich is significant 
at ,01 level shoV7s that Intelligence & Study Habits are also 
related to each other. Kxjre intelligent girls tend to have 
better study habits. 
Table 4.4 
V a r i a b l e s 
Means Compared S t a n d a r d 
E r r o r of 
D i f f e r e -
nce b e t -
v/een Means 
T-Value S i g n i f i c a n t 
Ml • .M2 a t 168 d e g -
r e e of 
Freedom.. 
I n t e l l i g e n c e 
S t u d y H a b i t s 
Academic 
Achievement 
55 ,6714 
57 .2571 
5 7 , 7 5 7 1 
58 .4000 
60 .75 71 
62 ,6571 
3 ,3093 
2 .4108 
1.7540 
0 ,8245 
1.4518 
2 .7936 
I n s i g n i f i -
c a n t 
I n s i g n i f i -
c a n t 
S i g n i f i c a n t 
a t . 0 1 3 eve] 
' - - > 
In order to t e s t the nul l hypothesis no di f lerence 
bet'v:een in te l l igence of boys and g i r l s tlie ' t ' t e s t '..'as 
used. The d e t a i l s of resu l t s obtained are sho'-'n in Talkie 
4,4 . The average score on Intell irrenco Tost for boys 
students \^ /as 55,67 with Standard Deviation of 18.8654 and 
tha t of g i r l s v/as 58.4 with the Standard Deviation of 19.99 . 
The ' t ' value obtained for the difference of tv;o means v;as 
0.8245. vllien the ' t* - tab le vras consulted i t \:as found 
tha t for 138 degrees of freedom the entered values to be 
s ign i f ican t a t ,01 level and ,05 level were more than the 
obtained values . This shov/s t ha t t h i s value of ' t ' (0.8245) 
i s not s ignif icant / t h i s leads to the conclusion tha t boys 
& g i r l s do not d i f f e r in I n t e l l i gence . 
Similar ly the mean scores of boys and g i r l s students 
on Study Habits v/erq 57 - 25 and 60 - 75 rccpoctiv-cly with 
the Standard deviat ion of 15.03 and 13.23 . The ' t ' value 
obtained for the difference of tv/o means was 1.4518. VJhen 
the ' t ' t ab le was consulted i t was again found that for 138 
degrees of freedom the entered values to be s ign i f i can t a t 
,01 level and at ,05 level v;ere more than obtained values . 
This shov/s that t h i s value of ' t* ( ) i s not 
s ign i f ican t / t h i s leads to the conclusion that boys and 
g i r l s do not d i f f e r in Study Habi ts . 
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The average scores of boys and girls rtudcnts on 
Academic Achievement v;ere 57,7571 and 62.65 v;ith Standard 
Deviation of 9 - 78 and 10 - 79. 
VJhen 't' value is calculated (2 - 793) it is 
found significant at .01 level this leads to the conclurion 
that girls and boys differ in Academic Achievement and 
girls are better in Academic Achievement. 
Results of the present investigation :-
1) A significant relationship v/as obtained betv;^ ?en 
Intelligence and study habits in single sexed 
boys school. 
2) A significant relationship vzas obtained betv.'oen 
Academic Achievement and study habitr in single 
se-'^:ed boys schools. 
3) There is no significant difference bet\.'een 
Intelligence and Academic Achievement in single 
sexed boys schools, 
4) A significant relationship vras obtained betv;oon 
Intelligence & Academic Achievement in single 
sexed girls schools. 
/H 
5) A significant relationship v;as obtained 
Intelligence and study habits in single se::Gd 
girls schools. 
6) There is no significant difference betv:een 
Academic Achievement and study habits in single 
sexed girls school, 
7) There is no significant diflerence botv/een 
Intelligence of boys and girls. 
8) There is no significant difference between 
study habits of boys and girls. 
9) A significant relationship VTas obtained betv/een 
Academic Achievement of boys and girls. This 
leads to the conclusion that girls and boys 
differ in Academic Achievement and girls are 
better in Academic Achievement. 
The above results lead to the inescapable 
conclusions that four null hypotheses are accented shov/ing 
no difference betv/een Intelligence and Academic Achievements 
of boys and no significant difference betv/een Academic 
Achievement and study habits in single ser.ed girls school 
5^ 
and no difference betv/cen Intelliqcncc and .•:^ tudy habitc 
of boys and girls. 
In case of girls sample, it is found that 
Academic Achievement is related to Intelligence. It sho'^ n 
that higher the Intelligence scores better the achievement 
score. In case of girls it is investigated that Intelligence 
and study habits are also related to each other. !!ore 
intelligent girls tend to have better study hcibits. 
In case of boys sample, it is found that Acadomdc 
Achievement covaries with study habits. It shov/s that higher 
the study habits scores better the Achievement scores. It is 
shov7n that Intelligence and study habits are also related to 
each other. More intelligent boys tend to ha/c better rjtudy 
habits. 
Our findings are corroborated by l^ ian (1960) 
investigated the positive relationship betvroen study habits 
and Academic Achievement. 
Mathur obtained a highly significant cofficicnt 
of correlation betv/een study habits and Academic Achievenicnt. 
Our findings are corroborated by Ilao (1955), Cinha 
(1965), 7erma Jain (1967), Srivastva (1967), Vanarase Jha(1970) 
5 5 
V/renn; that significant and positive relationship were 
obtained betv/oon study habits and Acadeiiic Achio/oi:irmt. 
Our findings are corroborated by Dhali\:al (1971) 
investigated the positive relationship bctveon intelligonce 
and academic achievement. 
Stephens (1960) obtained a highly significant 
coefficient correlation between intelligence and academic 
achievement. 
Our findings are corroborated by Libcrman (1961), 
Scott (1963), Starr and IJicholl (1975), r.ao (1965), Gingh 
(1965)/ Verma (1966), VidhtiL (1968), Dhalival (1971), 
Srivastava (1974), that significant and positive relation-
ship v;ero obtained between study habits academic achiovcmont, 
5€> 
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DIF^ltULTTEo COWCERniNG STUDIES'^  
Warna 
, ,—y. 
' ) ) ( ) 
C l a s s 
ilJi 
H Q s t ! e l ' / A i d » ^ ' " ^- ' ' " '" . ' • , ' • ' . , 
ratUtir or a^^rdian^ ;^rofeSGion • ^•Jncb^^"'^''^'^ '^'' - '' 
.iwii^jioa ^ )^  ^ ^ Roolddnco.Clty/ViliiqeV' '- ''""' ^'^ ' ' ' ' ' " " ' 
I ; 
i^'-'^^) J . . J _ v ^ •• -I I • •' M • - " • ' ^^  '-.'roi^-^'r"^ ! v^ ,i W o . v ; ^«' ' , j , 
.S^XJJLC, {T/PQ N,^>:^p c^^,V tfAr^ QP., •y-n^ :^  • rr ' 
The aim of ; this Project i s that. t;hs^s^a^nt'^rftsan undejrstand' t 
ctioi}? study habi t s and theiris^lf Can improve-thW'vi4iyr'o'¥'^taHHiiy.''It-
you A^ill f i l l this" form se r ious ly than you' w i l l find tKat what are t];\e 
exact ways of studyinq 'and what wronq hab i t s i^ bu.,'hav.o._>dcyoXoped, for 
3 tUdyi ng. 
Your answers-wiil be kept confidential.'-^Therefore you should 
answer them freely and ^-^ithout' any hasitation.-1^:1.10 answering t)r\c 
following, rules should be kept in mind, 
1. Study every item ca re fu l ly 
2. Infront of every item three b locks ' a r e -g iven ' ' v a ry often' 
'sometimes' ' ra re ly ' , . -Put a sign o f {i'^/• ' )'''Xn t h a t block 
1 . . . . 
which i s sui+iable for your hab i t . -
(Contd, , , 2 
Very 
Often 
Some-
times Rarely 
1. I cannot pay full attention while studying 
and attention is diverted. , ( ) 
2. If I have to v/rite any article/ tutorial 
or essay than I conform before starting my ' 
worlc that I have understood properly , 
whatever I have to do. • 
3. I bry to take full incerest in the subjects ' 
taken by me. 
4. I think that I achieve lesser than spending 
• my time in study. 
5. The time of my study is fixed. 
G. It is difficult for me to express my opinions 
in writing. 
7. I memorise those parts of my book which 
I can't understand. • 
8* The r^ pccd ,6f my v;ork becomes slow at the 
time of examination or essay v;riting. 
9. If I remain baclcv/ard in my^study because 
of any problem tfen I make it up without 
teacher's statement. 
10. Because of nervousness in the ercamination 
I can not response even to those q.uestions 
v;hich I know. 
Hi T get confused about the aim of my life 
and face a great difficulty in taking 
any firm determination. 
12. In the examination it is difficult for me 
to express my views properly. 
13. I give no importance bo the cask relat^ ed 
to study. Instead of it let thorn be 
collcbcted for a fev/ weaks, 
14. because of not being interested in studies. 
I can not complete the given assignments 
attentively. 
15. I do only nclected study for the examination. 
16. Hy some subjects are uninterested so I study 
th^n halfheartedly, 
17. The atmosphere of ix^ room is not suitable for 
studies. 
18. V/Iiilo s tudy ing any a r t i c l e or book X study 
i t s t ab l e s and diagrams c a r e f u l l y . 
19 . riio marlcs of my exan\s g ive exact maasure 
20. Through consu l t ing my c l a s s notes books I 
prepa re my no tes f u l l y . 
2 1 . I p r a c t i c e t h e answers of the v iuest icns by 
w r i t i n g them r e p e a t e d l y , 
22. My s t u d i e s a r e i r regu lar and in a haphazard 
T/ra-y. I ctai^;:.cad wy stu.di<is vrhen soroe <ixam 
o r t e s t com(5S very near. 
( ) 
Contd. .3 
23. I .'-.cudy jv:yularly and with li.bour even 
those subjects NJhich arc not of ny 
i n t e r e s t , 
24. I face d i f f i c u l t y v/hile understanding the 
instruictions of language and grarcmer. 
25. t ' i r s t I understand the lesson careful ly 
than I t r y to loam i t by hea r t . 
26. I .j^ Itjup ear ly before the day of examination 
27. VJhcnevcr I feel d i f f i c u l t y in my .otudies 
I consult my t'.;acher and t r y to remove them, 
20. Uuriug exams I study './ith my sel f prepared 
nocos ins tead of boolcs. 
29. I prepare for my ex.:m.s with the help of 
Made easy (guides) books. 
30. I give .e^iual time for studying of each 
subi-ect. 
31. After studying m<any chapters of my book 
when I t r y to remeinorise them'in my mind 
•than I . f i nd t h a t I don ' t remember anything. 
32. I prefer to copy dov/n the note;3 prepared 
by my friends ins tead of preparing them 
n\y 3 e l f . 
33. Instead of preparing notes I v;rite only 
points and hints. 
34. Mistakes told by my teachers in miy subjects 
and titorials I leave them as it is without 
improving them, 
35. Although I v/rite till the last minute; in 
the exam even than I can not complete my 
answers in the given time, ' . 
36. I try to v/rite down the whole thing whatever 
teacher teaches in the class. 
37. V7hilo. writing any article or during exam""! 
give special attention towards neatness. 
38. After few days or few v/eeks of session the 
study becomes un intercfjtcd for me. 
39. I feel difficulty to select important'.and 
necessary points while studying which pan 
be asked in exams, 
40. If I get any period I sit and study in 
library or seminar. 
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Answers Sheet 
Combind Intelligence Test 
Sex 
Class 
Date 
Part 1 Verbal Testj j 
T* 
Answer! of Exercise Q. No. Answer Q No. Aiiswer'' • 
1 
Q. No. Aniwer 
Question Answer 1 
2 
18 
19 
1 
1 ' 
1 ' 
t 1 
35 
36 
' ^ 
3 
! 
2 0 
• - 1 
1 ur , 37 -, 
4 21 
i ri \ 
3 8 
2 2 5 
6 
22 
23 
! 
s> i 39 
4 0 
• 
3 3 7 2 4 1 ^ ^ 1 41 
8 2 5 1 1 ' 4 2 
4 A 3 9 
10 
26 
27 1 
4 3 
4 4 
B 3 11 12 
13 
28 
29 
30 
1 
1 G l 
! 
4 5 
4 6 
47 
5 14 31 0 > 1 4 8 
15 
16 
32 
33 
1 
49 
5 0 
17 3 4 1 
Part 2 Non-verbal'Test 
Answers of Exercise Q.No, Answer • • * « i ' Q!W j j Answer 
Question Answer 
1 
4 k: 
or 
1|4|2l-^  
'1 
'2 
3 
4 
5 i 
6 
.7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27/ 
28 
29 
31" 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
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